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We illustrate the role of repulsive interactions in a hadron-resonance gas at freeze-
out and in a gas of quarkÄgluon bags. Taking into account nonzero size of particles in
hadron gas leads to a signiˇcant decrease and shift of the net-baryon density maximum.
The transition point from baryon to meson dominated matter depends on the difference
between baryon and meson radii. We also show that, depending on the properties of the
quarkÄgluon bags, one may obtain any type of the phase transition from hadron gas to
quarkÄgluon plasma: ˇrst or second order, as well as four types of the crossover.

PACS: 12.38.Mh

INTRODUCTION

The hadron-resonance gas model (HRG) became a standard tool for the
analysis of heavy-ion collisions. With only a few parameters HRG allows one to
describe the numerous ratios of particle multiplicities produced in the wide energy
range from SIS, AGS, and SPS to RHIC and LHC [1Ä4]. The proper deˇnition
of the space-time geometry and hydrodynamic �ow at freeze-out allows one to
further extend the HRG for the description of the transverse-momentum spectra
and other soft-hadronic observables [5Ä7]. Resonances introduced to the ideal
HRG effectively take into account attractive interactions. However, nucleonÄ
nucleon potential includes both attraction at large distances and repulsion at small
distances. Repulsive interactions can be included in HRG using van der Waals
excluded volume of particles [8]. Moreover, one should keep in mind that point-
like hadrons would always become dominant phase at very high energy density
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due to the large number of different types of hadrons. Just the excluded volume
effects ensure a phase transition from a gas of hadrons and resonances to the
quarkÄgluon plasma (QGP) [9].

1. GAS OF EXTENDED HADRONS AND RESONANCES

In [10] we calculated the excluded volume effects along the chemical freeze-
out line obtained for the central Pb + Pb (Au + Au) collisions registered by ex-
periments at SIS, AGS, SPS, and RHIC [1, 2]. If all particles have the same
volume, then the Boltzmann approximation gives the same suppression factor for
all densities, which cancels in the particle ratios. However, the absolute value,
for example, of net-baryon density strongly depends on the proper volume and
collision energy.

A moderate estimation of the particle radius by r = 0.5 fm leads to about
a factor of 0.75 suppression at AGS and 0.5 suppression at SPS, see [10]. This
nonmonotonous suppression with energy shifts the maximum of the net-baryon
density to lower energies, see Fig. 1, a. For the proper radii equal to 0.5 and 1 fm
the density maximum moves from 34 to 17 and 7A GeV, correspondingly.

Fig. 1. a) The net-baryon density along the chemical freeze-out line [1,2]. Dash-dotted line
corresponds to the model of point-like particles with r = 0, dashed line to rB = 0.5 fm
and rM = 0, solid line to rB = rM = r = 0.5 fm, and dotted line to rB = rM =
r = 1 fm. b) The ratios of baryon and meson entropies to the temperature cube, s/T 3,
along the chemical freeze-out line. At small energies baryons dominate, while at large
energies Å mesons. Dash-dotted lines correspond to the model with r = 0, solid lines to
rB = rM = r = 0.5 fm, and dashed lines to rB = 0.5 fm and rM = 0. The horizontal
bands indicate the energy range of previous, current, and future experimental facilities for
heavy-ion collisions
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The transition point from baryon- to meson-dominated matter is sensitive
only to the difference between baryon and meson radii. It happens because at
freeze-out the Boltzmann approximation works well for entropy densities. Then
for equal baryon and meson radii the corresponding entropies are suppressed by
the same factor and cross at the same point. For the baryon radii rB = 0.5 fm
and meson radii rM = 0, the baryon/meson transition point moves from 46 to
23A GeV, see Fig. 1, b.

2. CLUSTER PLASMA

One may extend the HRG model adding the spectrum of bags ˇlled with
non-interacting massless quarks and gluons to the usual HRG spectrum. This
is reasonable at high temperatures and densities. There individual hadrons melt
and merge, forming bigger states with larger masses and volumes. It can also
be an estimate of the effect of heavy resonances which are not found yet. These
resonance/bags are not allowed to overlap, the same as usual hadrons. In such a
system one can study the transition from HRG to QGP analytically.

Fig. 2. The schematic view of the poss-
ible temperature dependence of the aver-
age volume of the bag. The PT I and II
label the phase transition of the ˇrst and
the second order, correspondingly. The
picture to the right of the axis brake shows
the possible behavior of the bag after the
crossover

The possibility of phase transitions
in the gas of quarkÄgluon bags was
demonstrated for the ˇrst time in [8].
Further studies allowed one to obtain
the 1st, 2nd, and higher order transi-
tions [13Ä17]. A possibility of no phase
transitions was also pointed out [13,14].
It was suggested [18] to model a smooth
crossover transition by the gas of quarkÄ
gluon bags. One can show that the type
of the transition from QGP to HRG is
not sensitive to presence of the HRG, and
depends only on the form of the mass-
volume spectrum. In [19] we summa-
rized all known possibilities and found
even more rich structure for the case of
crossover.

The results are illustrated by the be-
havior of the average bag size with in-
creasing temperature, see Fig. 2. In case
of a phase transition the average bag size

increases and occupies the whole system. There are also two similar cases for
the case of crossover, see [19] for more details. However, there are two more
possibilities. In spite of the same asymptotic behavior for the pressure and energy
density, the average bag size may be constant or even decrease to the minimal
value in thermodynamic limit.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the effect of taking into account the nonzero proper
volume of particles can be very strong. It leads to smaller particle number and
entropy densities and moves the position of the net-baryon density maximum to
lower energies. The transition point from baryon to meson domination is always
situated at higher energies than the density maximum. The transition point can
move to lower energies only for different meson and baryon radii in the system.
A more precise estimation of the baryon density maximum and transition point
can be important for the search on the compressed baryonic matter at GSI [11,12].

The extended HRG model with quarkÄgluon bags can give any type of the
transition between HRG and QGP depending on the bag properties. One may even
get a cluster QGP, which is different from the ideal QGP, despite the similarity
to that equation of state.
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